This paper is dedicated to the search of tailored controllability concepts for quantum systems interacting with lasers. A negative result for infinite dimensional spaces serves as motivation for a finite dimensional analysis. We show that under physically reasonable hypothesis we can locally control sets of observables. As a remarkable particular case global exact controllability is proven for the population of the eigenstates.
Introduction
Controlling chemical reactions at the quantum level was a long-lasting goal [l, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 171 from the very beginning of the laser technology. Indeed, due to the subtle nature of the interactions involved, this kind of manipulation is expected to allow on the one hand for much efficient and finer control than classical tools and on the other hand for new phenomena to be revealed.
The first experiments have shown that designing the laser pulse able to ensure the desired properties of the system is a non-trivial task that physical intuition alone cannot accomplish. It is only recently that tools coming from the control theory began to give satisfactory results in some particular cases.
X legitimate question arises in this context: what are the new controllability concepts that best fit this framework and which are the quantum quantities that can be exactly controlled using such an external field ? Some answers are given below.
Infinite dimensional controllability
The problem under study is controlling the time evolution of quantum systems. Let us consider such a independent system with internal Hamiltonian HO and let !Po(z) be its initial state. Denoting by 4 ( z , The external action expected to allow for control is a laser field modeled by a laser intensity c ( t ) E R and by a certain time independent dipole moment operator B (see also [18] ). The new Hamiltonian is H = HO --c(t)B and the dynamical equations read:
itL$p.,(z, t ) = H 4 , ( z , t )
9&, t = 0 ) = 9rJ(z) ( 
2.2)
In a first approximation the goal may be formalized as to find (if any) a final time T and a finite energy laser pulse c ( t ) , c ( t ) E L2([0, TI) able to steer the system from 4 0 ( z ) to some predefined target 4,(z, T ) = gtarget(z).
Note that the L2 norm of 9., is conserved throughout the evolution:
I/*c(~,~)~~L%(RT)
= ~I@O~~L~(RT), V t > 0.
(2.3)
In general, for any autoadjoint operator 0 such that 
The system can then be viewed as decomposed into two independent subsystems with wavefunctions the projections of the total wavefunction to X and X I . Of course this decomposition can be further refined for any additional projection operator that commutes with HO and
B.
In order not to introduce unnecessary complications,
we will suppose in all that follows that the system has only a finite number of independent subsystems (although the theory can be accommodated to fit a countable number of subsystems which can be proved to be 0-7803-6638-7/00$10.00 0 2000 IEEEthe general case), each being associated its L2-projector Pi, ..., P K Such that:
Moreover one can prove that the projectors can be chosen to fulfill the following conditions:
Denote by SQ, the product of hyper-spheres: Sq, = 1, ..., K } By using 2.4 for the projectors Pi ,..., Pk one {f E L2(RY);
can prove that the system evolves on Let us point out that due to the quantum nature of the system it follows by the uncertainty principle that one will never be able to experimentally verify, neither fully exploit, the exact controllability. 
Proof:
To prove the first part of the theorem one applies Thm. 3.6 from [2] on the space H:(Rr) for the operators -iHo and -iB (and restricts c(t) to L2 functions). Denote for any set A:
Then for any compact subset C of X CT,,...,TK is also compact. Applying this to the compact components C of AS one notes that UT120 ,..., r~> O d S r l , . . . , TK = U n E N * d S n ,..., n is also a countable union of compacts subsets of Hz(R7). It follows by the Baire category theorem that Ur,>o ,..., r K~o d s r l ,..., rK has dense complement in H;(R7); in particular the complement of AS with respect to S,, n Hi(R7) has to be everywhere dense on Sq, n Hz(RY).
Given this result the search for exactly controllable quantities has to be directed to the finite dimensional setting. 
Finite dimensional controllability
The controllability of (3.1) has been dealt with in the literature (cf. [12]) by deriving results from the controllability of a system posed on the space of the unitary matrices of dimension N . This approach has the benefit of granting access to the general tools on the controllability of bilinear systems on Lie groups. However, these results give only sufficient conditions for exact controllability (due to the setting which is more general). Finally there exists a class of simple quantum systems controllable in a sense to be defined further on that do not verify the criteria emerging from the Lie group analysis. We have therefore judged instructive to study this issue in a new framework; we were thus lead into identifying simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the finite dimensional controllability (see also [5] for an introduction to this topic).
In the case of our modeling the A matrix is diagonal and B is symmetrical with null diagonal elements (see [15] for the general case). Let us denote by Xi, i = 1, ..,N the diagonal elements of A (the energies of the states $ i ) . Before presenting the theoretical results we will introduce the controllability concept used. If this is also true for q = 0 we say that the distribution of observables 6 can be exactly reached from the initial state CO. A remarkable property of these observables is that when the system is evolving freely ((3.1) with E(t) = 0) the populations of the eigenstates do not change.
As it was previously seen the system evolves on the unit sphere of L:(RT) which in finite dimensional representation reads lcei(t)l2 = 1, Vt 2 0. We call population distribution for the system (3.1) any N-tuple
A population distribution being a particular case of distribution of observables we extend the reachability concepts defined above to this case also.
Transfer graph and necessary conditions
We define as in [15] the non-oriented transfer graph of the system G = (V, E ) which corresponds to the intuitive image of population flow among different eigenstates of the system. The set V of vertices is the set of eigenstates @i and the set of edges E is the set of all ' pairs of eigenstates coupled by the matrix B:
This graph can be decomposed into connected components G , = (V,, E,), a = 1, .., K that correspond to a bloc-diagonal structure of the matrix B (modulo permutations on the indices). It is worthwhile mentioning that this operation is the discrete version of the decomposition using projection operators that was undertaken for the infinite dimensional case; indeed, for each connected component G,, CY = 1, ..., K , one can associate the linear space spanned by the eigenfunctions in V, and prove that the (discrete) projection operator on this space P, commutes with A and B. 
Controllability results
Denote wkl = X k -XI , IC, 1 = 1, ..., N . Let us introduce the following hypothesis:
The components G,, CY = l , . . , K of G remain connected after elimination of all edge pairs (Qi, Q j ) , (Qa, !Pb) such that wij = Wab (degenerate transitions). 
or if such a partition exists then
Denote by C ( E , CO, t ) = (~~( 6 , CO, t))rz1 the solution at the time t of (3.1) for the initial (t = 0) data CO and electric field E ( t ) . Denote also w ( t ) = c(q,,CO,t) and consider the canonical base { e l , ..., e N } of RN.
We define the application M : L2(R) -+ RN given by caev2 u j a < Q T , * a > = constant, V j E V,. 
Remark 5.1 The hypothesis is not really restrictive. I n all practical cases q,(t) is continuous (at least at final/initial time) which assures the existence of the limit. The requirement that the limit of E o ( t ) in T be exactly 0 can be readily satisfied by replacing the triplet (EO, A, B ) by (E -E O ( T ) , A + E O ( T ) B , B), where co(T) = limco(t). Note that in this situation the hypothesis has to be verified f o r the eigenvalues of

A + Q ( T ) B which are in general different from those of
A . Finally, note that the set of final states !PT that do not comply with the hypothesis H c is of null canonical measure for any (real) unitary matrix U .
t-+T
The local controllability is in fact a particular surjectivity property of M . We will prove that the differential D M of M has the surjectivity property we desire and by the implicit function theorem the conclusion will follow then for M itself. More precisely we prove that D M is onto the linear manifold (P) (product of hyper-planes Due to the finite dimensionality of our setting we just have to show that the range of D M ( E )~~=~~ has a null orthogonal with respect to (P), that is any vector k = (ka)r=l E RN such that
is necessary the null vector. Equation Then it is easy to see that 
1368
All that remains to be done is to show that the only way to have (5.5, 5.15) is when k = 0. Note that because any connected component G, has at least cardinality(V,) -1 edges, in (5.5, 5.15) there are at least N relations so this is in fact a linear system to solve. We will suppose in all that follows that G has only one connected component; the general case can be reduced to this one due to the commutation relations 
Proof:
Apply the theorem 5.1 for arbitrary final time T and null electric field e(t) 0. Since the free evolution of the system preserves the populations of , the eigenstates, we obtain for pi = Pqi that d~ = dT = (Icoil)E1 so the only hypothesis left to verify is m(c.
This also is trivial since in this case U = I and for j such that (for instance) j E V, ' the first part of w(c can be written I < Q T , Q~ > I = 0, impossible since I < Q T , Q j > I = lcOjl # 0.
Let us also mention for the sake of completeness the global exact controllability result that can be proved [15] using on the one hand the Corollary 5.1 and on the other hand approximate global controllability results (Thm. 3 [15] ). (4.4) can be exactly reached from Co.
Conclusions
Controllability of the bilinear quantum systems has been studied in the infinite and finite dimensional settings. The classical control concepts seem to be not very well adapted to the the infinite dimensional case and a negative result has been given as illustration.
For the finite dimensional case, positive results have been obtained for exact local controllability of sets of projection-type observables and global controllability has been proven for the particular case when the observables are the populations of eigenstates. Easy to check and intuitively simple to understand necessary and sufficient conditions have been obtained to characterize the attainable set.
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